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Tum to the sports
section for a full
recap of the Racer's
battle at Lexington
last weekend and
how the team is
preparing to face

urra~

SIU Saturday.
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Channel99 delivers College Television Network, music videos
by EUzabeth Cawein
Staff Writer
When the doors of the residential colleges opened in August,
many students might have noticed
bright fliers lining the balls and
announcing the arrival of the College Television Network on channel99.
Melissa Bates, junior from
Owensboro, was one of them.
Bates said she tuned to the new
channel in her room after seeing
posters promoting it in her residential college.
"I like the fact that it's a music
channel because we don't have
any other music channel that's
really oriented toward videos,"
Bates said. "I don't even remember what channel 99 was last year.
so obviously it didn't make that
much of an impact on me. Now
it's something I actually watch."
Formerly, the station functioned as a bulletin board, Jim
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Coming soon
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by Melissa Kilcoyne

THE HULK

News Editor

On-campus residents who find
themselves wasting time by channelsurfing only to tum of the television
disappointed can look forward to a
new movie channel this fall.
Curris Center Director Jim Saurer
said Murray State will be able to
access on-campus movie channel 95
for new movies and event infonnation. Saurer said he hopes the channel
by will be available by October.
"We get approximately 12 movies a
month that we get to select, and (students) will be the ones deciding what
they are showing," he said. "It doesn't
matter how many times you show
them, you've got them for a month."
Baurer said the University plans to
sign a one-year contract with Residence Life Cinema and will evaluate
its usefulness next year. Charter Communications will work with the University on the logistics, Baurer said.
Last year the University considered

News Editor

Universal Music Group announced a
plan Wednesday to decrease wholesale
prices on top-line CDs by lowering the
suggested retail price.
Valerie Hancock. co-owner of Terrapin Station, reduced her CD prices after
receiving confiiJTlation from her distributors about the new prices. Hancock said
new prices are approximately $12.88.
New COs there previously cost $17.98.
"In October the prices are changing
across the board and not just for new
releases,'' Hancock said. "I am going to
immediately start marking my prices
down on Universal PrOduct-;."
. Currently, the sugge:;tcd retail price is
$18.98. However, the program
announced by UMG, which is scheduled
to take effect by Oct. 1. wi II lower whole·
sale and retail CD prices.
"I haven't gotten the whole scoop on
it, but I'm very excited about it," Hancock said. "The pricing is exciting. and
il's the first thing (the music companies)
have done right in three years."

Wei-Mart

...

Wanda Wilson, sophomore from Paris,
Tenn., said she is excited about the company's decision.
"1 think COs are too expensive now,
and I heard they're supposed to be lowering it to about $12, but I don't know how
that's going to affect (sales) because people bum CDs anyway," Wilson said.
Wilson said she believes the combination of more civil lawsuits over file-sharing, and a reduction in prices could deter
people from burning COs.
''Now that CD prices are lowering and
they're starting lawsuits over file-sharing. (sales) probably will go up," he said.
Hancock said she anticipates other
companies will follow UMG's lead.
'The prices have just gone up and up
and up. and I've said for a long time that
the prices need to come down," she said.
"It's the first step in the right direction."
Steve Bell, owner of Sunset Boulevard, said he has received limited information on the decrea.o;e but thinks it will
be positive if it works. He is unsure of
how other companies will react.
"The record companies generally do a
monkey see, monkey do, but the compa-

joining with Residence Life Cinema.
but the movies required video cassette
tapes or special equipment to be manually operated, Baurer said. This year
the company is using digital equipment to show the movies.
"There was enough positive feedback from the residential colleges that
we felt it was wonh a try for a year,
and then we'll evaluate how it goes,"
he said. ··we will at some point be
able to put announcements of upcoming events on the station."
Nolan Patton, graduate student
from Eddyville, said he views the new
channel as a positive opportunity for
students.
"I think it's going to be a really
good channel to have," Patton said.
'They're going to be able to run
newer movies every month and also
educational programming that we
really need."
Assistant Director for Residence
Education Neil McMillion said he
hopes to get students in the habit of
watching channel 95 to keep informed

nies I talked to were wanting to wait until
Christtnas to see if sales ... increased," he
said.
Bell said if the tecord companies did
not increa.o;e the volume of sales, a price
decrease would not be justified.
'1'm like everybody else." he said.
"I'm going to have to wait and see what
the rtCOTd company does."
Hancock said the price reduction will
result in fewer people burning CDs and
more buying them. She said music companies that reduce their prices will show
an increase in profits as well.
"If (consumers have) a choice of
downloading for a song or two, then that
is a great deterrent for buying it, but if
(prices decrease) to $11 or $12, then it's
reasonable," she said.
Tiffany Mathis, sophomore from Mayfield, agreed company profits would
increase as a result of their lower prices.
Said Mathis: "I think it's going to be a
good thing because if they will lower
their prices, maybe people will. buy CDs
again and stop burning them."
The Associated Press contributed to

this story.

it turned out they were not eligible because TV -11 goes out into
the community. They pa.'ised it on
to me to see if I was interested for
channel 99."
Baurer said the decision to
bring erN to the campus channel
was simple.
"We're always looking at ways
to try to enhance campus life," he
said. "This was a free programming service, and obviously
MTV is popular among collegeage students. We're just providing another service to the students."
Some viewers who have tuned
in to CTN seem more than satisfied with the new channel.
Bates' opinion was echoed by
other students and CTN viewers,
including freshman Brianna Jennings, from Santa Claus, Ind.
"I like that there's music. It's
different from just the basic programming," Jennings said. "I
wasn't here last year, so I can't

really compare it to what was
there before, but I'm glad we
have it."
Jeff Lester, freshman from Harrodsburg, said he was .sold on the
new network after catching an
appearance by a favorite band.
"I was walking through the
lobby (of my residential college)
one day and saw O.A.R .." Lester
said. "They're a band that isn't
very popular in the mainstream.
but I've listened to them for a
long time. I realized it wasn't
going to be just teeny-bopper
music. They were going to play
music that is popular with college
students."
Lester said he leaves the channel on in his room throughout the
day.
"The variety of music is great,"
he said. "On MTV. you watch it
for two days. and you've seen all
the videos you'll see for a month.
On CTN, you never know what's
going to pop up."

channel 95 offers monthly movies, starts in October

CD prices drop significantly
by Melissa Kilcoyne

Baurer, Curris Center director,
said.
"We used it for announcements
of weekend events and things like
that," Baurer said. "There was no
real programming."
According to www.ctn.com.
the College Television Network
is "dedicated to all aspects of college life both on and off campus"
and plays "a diverse mix of music
programming, ranging from hiphop to rock." CTN also airs segments on campus life, as well as
MTV news updates and programming from affiliate stations such
as CBS.
Originally. Baurer said.the staff
of MSU TV-11 stumbled upon
the opportunity to partner with
CTN but were unable to take
advantage of it.
"TV-11 got some information
about something MTV was doing
with college campuses," Baurer
said. "The station had to be for
campus viewing only, though, so

of campus events.
"I a'iked around to many different
students to see if they had any interests," McMillion said. "(We) just
informally stopped them. and they all
felt like this is something they would
have an interest in."
Lauren Buckley. sophomore from
Jackson, Tenn.. said she is eJtcited
about the new channel.
"People who just have basic cable,
it's giving them more options,'' she
said "It would be good to just hang
out and watch a good movie with your
friends."
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said the movie channel would be another benefit for students living on-campus.
"However, we also have to consider the possibility of this keeping students in their rooms more," Robertson
said. "We need to achieve a balance.
Some of that we can control because
we can control at what time of day the
movies are shown."
Baurer said plans are still being

made on how to make the viewing
schedule available to everyone.
"We are trying to keep students
here on the weekends," he said. "We
want to make campus life something
special for them and give students
something extra."
Developmental films will also be
made available for educational purposes, Baurer said.
Baurer said the Residential College
Council will select movies.
Some RCC movie choices for the
first month include: "2 Fast 2 Furious," ..Chicago," "Legally Blonde 2:
Red, White and Blond," "XXX" and
"The Hulk."
McMillion said he had heard students talk about a desire for a movie
channel similar to other universities,
and he wanted to offer a reward for
students living on campus.
'This is very exciting." he said.
"Many other universities have had
this for a while, and I think it's great
that we have the opponunity to offer
something like this to our students."

New technology center will
help busiriesses, aid economy ·
by I..auren Frlskel
Staff Writer
Community members and
University officials gathered
yesterday morning with .shovels
and bard hats to break ground
for the Regional Center for
Emerging Technology.
University President F. King
Alexander spoke at the groundbreaking of the facility, which
will become a small-business
incubator and research center
for students, faculty and the
community.
'This facility and its linkages
with the University will provide
students with internships and
other learning opponunities that
could lead to career growth and
development," Alexander said.
The RCET is anticipated to
be completed in 12 to 15
months. Buddy Buckingham.
director of regional develop·
ment, will serve as interim
director of the RCET.
''A small-business incubator
is a facility where businesses
that are just trying to get started
and need support and someone
to guide them through the start·
up can go," Buckingham said.
The University received three
grants totaling $3 million to
construct the new building.
which is speculated to stimulate
the local economy and create
over i30 new jobs. The building wilt be located at the comer
of Highway 121 and 16th
Street.

laura Weiter/The News

(From left to right) Melvin Henley, chairman of the Murray Calloway Economic Development Corporation,
William Brundage, commissioner of Kentucky's Office of
the New Economy, and University President F. King
Alexander symbolically present one of the grant checks.
Tom Denton, vice president
of finance and administration,
said the RCET's economic
impact would branch out into
the University.
Alexander said this facility
will be an incubator of growth,
knowledge, and learning.
"Today's professional leaders
are yesterday's undergraduates." he said...The future lawmakers, judges. and CEOs sit in
our classrooms every day."
The building will be a facility
that allows others in the community to tap into the University's resources, Alexander said.
According to a press release
from Rep. Ed Whitfield, the
Economic
Development
Administration contributed a $1

million grant to construct the
facility. The EDA is part of the
U.S. Department of Commerce
"Our agency approved a grant
in the amount of $1 million in
May," Bobby Hunter. EDA representative for Kentucky, said.
"1'he purpose of this project is
to assist individuals to start their
own businesses."
Denton said the Tennessee
Valley Authority gave the University an additional $0.5 million grant, and the Kentucky
Economic Development and
Finance Authority provided a
$1.5 million grant.
The University submitted a
request for the grants, Jeff
Miles. press secretary for Whitfield, said.

New-s
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Lack of nurses affects states Community gathers
of registered nurses' contact with
patients to complications such as urinary tract infections, pneumonia and
o ther complications that could occur in
a hospital," she said.
Hobbs said Murray State's nursing
program has 100 percent job placement.
"I think the job outlook is wonderful," Mary Susan Partin, senior from
Brentwood, Tenn., said. "I really do feel
the program here is one of the best."
Davenport said since the issue of
nursing recruitmen t has been addressed,
hospitals are now making changes to
improve retention.
" We have had new retention efforts to
keep the nurses we a lready have here,"
Davenport said. "We have been working really hard on retention."

MSU nursing enrollment up
despite national shortage
by Lauren Friskel

get the best education from Murray
State' s nursing program.
Hobbs said when enrollment was
lower , nursing students helped with
recruitment.
"We had a senior leadership class that
went into the high schools and recruited
nursing students," she said. "We have
not had to do that lately."
Hobbs said there are several reasons
for the shortage, including the age of
the nursing population.
"The average age of a registered
nurse is 44," Hobbs said. "The population of nurses and nursing faculty are
getting older."
Hobbs said another possible reason is
that nursing is still a predominantly
female profession, and there are now
more career options for women.
"I think what most people do not realize is that nursing is not just needles and
blood and what you see o n television,"
Hobbs said. ''It is a much bigger picture.
The nurses are the ones who are there
24 hours a day making bedside decisions. There are many aspects of nursing."
While several states are suffering
from a shortage, Hobbs said Kentuc ky
is not classified as one.
"There is a report out that designated
which states have shortages," she said.
"Kentucky was not designated as one.
Some people do not feel that is accurate.
There is a shortage in the Lexington and
Louisville areas."
Hobbs said a direct correlation has
been found between the nursing shortage and patient complications.
"There are new studies where they
have been able to directly link the hours

Staff Writer
The country may be suffering from a
nursing shortage, but Murray State's
nursing program has seen an increase in
enrollment recently.
According to one of the leading nursing Web sites, www.nursesource.org,
nurses are on the decline in America,
and the nation is facing a potentially
dangerous nursing shortage.
Sally Davenport, vice president of
patient care services at M urray-Cal·
loway County Hospital, said the hospital has seen the effects of the shortage.
"We have open positions, and we
believe those have been created by the
nursing shortage," Davenport said.
ln order to fi ll open positions, the
hospital held an intense recruitment
campaign, Davenport said.
"There is a huge nursing shortage,,.
Marcia Hobbs, chair of M urray State's
nursing department, said. "It is projected to last until 2020."
The University has approximately
170 undergraduate students enro lled in
the nursing program. Hobbs said the
number has increased over past years.
"We did have a decrease in students,"
she said. "Since January of 2003, we
have been back up. We had to have a
waiting list this year."
Christy Dunn, sophomore from
Metropolis, 111., said she has always
wanted to be a nurse.
"I have always been interested Jn
helping people,'' she said. "Due to the
increasing age of the general population, more nurses will be required."
Dunn said she is confident she wiJI

What Ia causing the
nursing shortage?
• Growing demand
• Fewer nurses to replace those
who retire or leave
• A lower baccalaureate enrollment
• Increased patient stays and hours
of nursing care

What recruitment
strategies are being used?
• Sign-on bonuses up to $14,000
• Salary increases in specialty
fields

Additional facts
• About half of the registered
nurse workforce will retire in the
next 15 years
• Nursing enrollment averages are
down across the nation

Information provided by www.
nursesource.org

for campus march
Unity Day events honor Sept. 11
by Marissa Casey
Staff Write r
As a symbolic gesture of unity, student'>,
faculty and staff marched around campus to
Lovett Auditorium where a ceremony honoring Unity Day was held Thursday
evening.
"(Unity Day) is a campus gathering to
remember that we should stand united as
one," Student Government Association
President Josh Rose said.
Events began early Thursday with a
march that started at Regents College,
wound around the residential colleges and
ended at Lovett Auditorium.
Immediately following the march, a short
ceremony was held at Lovett, featuring
three speakers fro m campus organizations.
Rose said he was particularly pleased
Abdulla El-Bannnn, graduate student from
Egypt and a representative from the Inter·
national Student Organization, agreed to
deliver another Unity Day address.
"Last year Abdulla El-Bannan spoke, and
he did a good j ob, so we asked him to do it
again," Rose said. " His speech was about
all mankind and coming together and standing as one. He's going to kind of speak for

everyone."
Also speaking were Courtney Wilson.
Black Student Council representative from
Mayfield, and SGA representative Jessica
Reed, from Gilbertsville.
Reed spoke about reme mbering Sept. 11
and the need for a unified campus.
She said .she wanted to speak to let students know SGA serves them.
"SGA would like to be a unifying force
on campus," Reed said. "We want to let students know that we're here to serve all of
them equally. I think it's important for students to corne out and support the different
organizations."
MarTe7e Hammonds, junior from Murray, entenained the crowd with n song.
The event, sponsored by SGA and
African-American Student Services. al ~o
marked the two-year anniversary of the
Sept. 11 attacks.
"It' s a short, symbolic gesture thut SGA's
trying to provide," ·Nettisha Lytc, junior
from Dyer:.burg. Te nn., said. "It's been put
on for a while. but for the past two years it's
been held on Sept. I I . We decided to make
it an annual event to remember that day."
For viden co~·erage of these events. visit
http://them!ws.org.

Police investigate on-campus assault
Staff Re port
The Univers ity Police
responded early Thursday
morning to a female ' s
report that she was assaulted.

The woman reported the
assault occurred o n the
west lawn of Springer College.
Po lice officials said the
fe male was not injured
during the altercation but

s~veral steps were taken to
e nsure her well-being.
The incident is currently
under investigation by the
Univers ity Police, whic h
could not release details of
the active case.
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Racer fans unite at UK
Our View
ISSU E:

Who would make a better
governor of California,
Arnold Schwarzenegger or
Gary Coleman?
"Arnold, because
I think Coleman's
kind of small, and
I don't think he'd
get much
respect."
Jennifer Pryor
freshman, LouiSVIlle

NEARLY

3,000

MURRAY STATE
STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND
STAFF ATTENDED
THE FOOTBALL
TEAM'S GAME
AGAINST

UK.

POSITION:
MURRAY STATE
PROVED ITS
SCHOOL SPIRIT
AGAINST THE
RACERS'
TOUGHEST
COMPETITOR OF
THE YEAR.

"Arnold.
Come on, look
what the last
actor/president
did for us!"
CbadHoDaod
~. aa~. reM.

"Personally, I
wish Mr. T would
run because he
would pity the
fools who let
such a stupid
election happen."

The staff editorial is
the majority opinion
of the editorial board
of "The Murray State
News." The editorial
board is composed of
all section editors.
The drive from
Murray to Lexington
is a long one. Five
hours, two parkways
·and nearly the entire
state of Kentucky is
no trip to Roy Stewart Stadium.
Nevertheless, nearly 3,000 Murray
State students, faculty and staff drove the
distance to support
the University football team against its
toughest competitor
of the year, the University of Kentucky.
While UK is known
for its spirited and
often
overzealous
fans, Murray State
supporters
rallied
behind the team and
proved their school
spirit.
Even
University
President F. King
Alexander set himself apart from his
peers and showed
extra support for the
Racers.
Rather than sitting

in the presidents' box
with other university
leaders, Alexander
spent the entire game
on
the
sidelines
cheering for the
team.
And even though
many UK supporters
were less than hospitable, with reports
of fans throwing beer
at the Racer Band,
Murray State's fans
never faltered in
backing their squad.
Although the Racers lost the game 376, the overall benefits of the experience
cannot
be overlooked.
First, the football
program received a
larger-than-normal
paycheck from playing such a large university.
Also, it is always
beneficial for a team
to play a competitor
as tough as the University of Ken~ucky.
But more Importantly, the football
team and the University as a whole had an
opportunity to come
together, support our
team and show the
rest of the state our
Racer pride.

.8~

Jarob Dunman
junior. JeffetiOOVII/JI, Ind.

"I would '
probably vote for
Arnold because in
'Demolition Man'
he is president in
the future. I want
to fulfill the
prophecy."
ltatie Vlllaoucva
~,Chicago

laura Weitcr/fhe News
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Medieval city enchants student
Every semester, dozens of Murray Stare students leave their
families, friends and routines
behind to experience life in
another country. Each week,
Going Global chroniclt's the
experience of one Murray State
student studying abroad.

b y And rew Behl
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Adam Mathis

Hello from Germany! My
classmates and 1 have been in
Regensburg for almost a week
now, and we are beginning to
get our bearings and lose the jet
lag.
I guess the first thing that
struck me about Germany after I
arrived was how clean everything is, but also and more
importantly, how cool it is.
While you are reading this in
the sweltering heat of Murray, J
am enjoying lovely 60- and 70degree days of the Bavarian late
summer.
I guess this part of Europe did
not get the memo that there is a
severe heat wave everywhere
else. You wiU get no complaints

here, though.
• not too many folks know about
The old part of town, where them -almost like secrets.
The downtown area is aJso
my apartment is, is a picturesque
image of what I had expected a home to as many bars and cafes
medieval city to look like.
as citizens, or so it seems. People
There are towering cathedrals, sit outside and eat and drink for
romantic stone bridges, cobble- hours. Other than waiters, I
stone streets, and every building don't know if anyone even
works here.
is a unique piece of art.
Every time I go out, I find
Another unusual thing I have
some new street or alley because noticed is that everyone smokes.
cities weren't really planned Cigarette machines dot the landthen. Streets go every which scape. Get used to whole
way, yet somehow all lead to one restaurants having only smoking
sections. Our group even saw a
plaza or another.
As haphazard as the street sys- kid who couldn't have been
tem of the old town may seem, it more than 10 years old smoking
is very hard to get lost. Land- like a champ.
Once you move out of the
marks and statues surround you,
and if you wander for only a few downtown area, things get less
minutes, you will find your way romantic and more stereo typi·
back to familiar territory.
cally Gennan. By this I mean
I don't know whether you more sleek and functional, less
would call me adventuresome or beautiful.
just Curious George, but by wanThe new part of the city looks
dering around I seem to find very modem and cutting edge.
places that are off the beaten Trains, cars and buses rush by on
nice tracks and pothole-free
path that tourists can't find.
These places are the ones that I roads at all hours emphasizing
really treasure because I feel like that this city isn't behind the

Photograph taken from www.travellife.com

times.
I could ramble on for 10 pages
about all the new things I've seen
or experiences I've had, but what
you've read above has been my
initial impression of Regensburg.
After a few more weeks of
exploration and trying to assimilate with the locals, I hope to

have stories to tell, not just vague
descriptions of my temporary
home. Until next time, Guten
Tag.

Andrew Beh/ is a junior business
administration major from Owensr
boro.
'

Online Editor • 762-4468

Christopher French
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Arela Hathcock
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762·2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal Ia to present that Information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a handson learning environment for those students
Interested In journalism or other fields relating to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, ita editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News· Is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

•Your opit1ior1
Columnist's negativity
draws student's crftlclsm
To the editor:

I enjoyed the witty banter Pat
Clark entertained the student body

with at the expense of the Murray
State Racer football team (Sept. 5
edition) as much as the next student.
However, I can't help but feel that the
Racers deserve our respect and support for being willing to take on such
a challenging competitor.
As the Racers prepared for the
game, they admitted they would be
up against stiff competition, yet they
didn't back down in the face of
adversity. They anticipated this first
challenge without hiding behind a
good season record obtained by play-

ing less-skilled competitors, just as
the kick returner awaits the kickoff
instead of cowering behind defensive
linemen.
The Racer football team deserves
to be commended for standing in the
face of adversity, something we all
have to learn at some point or another.
Erica L. Marriott
freshman,
Mayfield

Murray alumnus recalls
'41 Homecoming bonfire
To the editor:
ln the recent "schedule of events"
for the upcoming Homecoming, there

is an announcement for the "lith
annual Homecoming bonfire."
Let me tell you about the "annual
bonfire" for the 1941 Homecoming.
ln the fall of 1941, James H. Richmond was president of Murray State
teachers' college. The Thoroughbreds played in Cutchin Stadium. and
Kentucky Dam was being built in
Gilbertsville.
Before Cutchin Stadium, the Thoroughbred's playing field was north of
the auditorium, east of the training
school, ~ruth of the heating plant and
and west of 15th street. The field was
surrounded by a 6--foot fence.
The Thursday night before homecoming. the freshmen boys, under the
leadefl)hip of uppercl~men. were
directed to tear down the fence for the
annual Homecoming bonfire. This
task was accomplished, and it was

detennined that there were two freshmen that had not helped in the
endeavor. They were assigned the
duty of protecting the 'pile' from
anyone that might be inclJ'ned to bum
it early.
About 10 p.m.• Dean Caudill came
by and inquired why the boys were
not in their rooms. They told him
their story, and he insisted they go
home because no one would bother
the future bonfire. They had not been
gone 30 minutes when the heap was
ablaze.
The next day, Richmond was highly upset.
ln preparation for the flooding of
the future Kentucky Lake, all trees,
brush. etc., were cleared. This material was given to Murray College.
Richmond made available to MSC
students all college trucks. The brush,

limbs, etc., were hauled to the ap~
priate site for the annual Homecoming bonfire. That night, there was a
bonfire pep rally for the next day' s
homecoming. That day. Murrny beat
Morehead 16-7.
Marion A. Brown
Murruy
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Hot guy triggers
catfight in Clark
A Clark Residential College room hand said.
turned into to a war zone last week as
Forehand said the problems actually
two residents divided the room with did not start over Benson, but over the
masking tape in a pitiful attempt to set- trash and general cleanliness of the
tle a three-week-long dispute.
room. She said Oreida never took out
Kelly
Oreida, junior from the trash and did not clean up after herClarksville, Tenn.. said the dispute self.
began when her roommate and former
"Look, the trash is overflowing,"
best friend, Jamie Forehand, senior Forehand said, pointing to the trash
from Taylorsville, danced with a guy can, which was not only overflowing,
she was totally macking on at a frater- but had spilled onto the floor. "She's
nity party the flrst week of school.
so messy. She never even closes the
"I told her I thought he was hot, and door all the way when she goes to the
the next thing I know, she was all up bathroom."
on him," Oreida said
Presently, neither can reach a comOreida said the guy, Isaac Benson, promise. Forehand said she is looking
sophomore from Nashville, wasn't at other roommate options, and Oreida
said she is sure something will work
even into Forehand.
"He was so totally wasted he didn't out.
"As long as that skank keeps her
even know wbo be was dancing with,"
bands of my stuff, everything will be
Oreida said.
However, being totally wasted did- fine," Oreida said
n' t stop Benson from calling the next
Resident Adviser Sara Lowe, junior
day to make sure Forehand made it from Covington, said roommate conhome OK and asking her to accompa- flicts are not uncommon at this time in
ny him to Wal-Mart.
the semester.
"I was so pissed," Oreida said. "I
''The)"re just working it out," a frazmean, 1 totaUy saw him as a loser any- zled-looking Lowe said. ''This hap"HOWEVER,
way. I don' t know why Jamie wants to pens all the time, and I have better
BEING TOTALLY hang out with trash like that."
• things to do, like work the desk and
Oreida said Forehand totally didn't make Care Bear door decorations.''
WASTED
care what she thought about Benson
Lowe said many college-age women
DIDN'T STOP
and was doing her best to ignore her, will fmd they are attracted to the same
BENSON FROM so Oreida smned leaving notes such as man, but they must work through such
"Get your stuff off my side of the dilemmas.
CALUNG THE
room" and "1 don't talk to backstab''They can seltle their own arguNEXT DAY TO
bing heifers who leave their dirty ments," Lowe said. ''I'm tired of setunderwear on the floor" on the sink tling all this boyfriend crap."
MAKE SURE
mirror.
Lowe said Oreida cannot separate
FOREHAND
This escalated into both Forehand the room into separate quarters. Sbe
MADE IT HOME and Oreida requesting that the other said Oreida and Forehand can work it
leave the room and fmal.ly led Oreida out on their own.
OK AND
"Look, I've got enough to do withto moving her belongings to one side
ASKING HER TO of the room and demanding that Fore- out worrying about everyone's little
petty problems," Lowe said. "If they
hand not step past the line.
ACCOMPANY
Forehand said her roommate was don' t have anything better to do than
being childish and that she is totally argue over some schmuck, they can
HIM TO
over Benson and does not understand come help me make door decs. Have
WAL-MART."
you ever tried to make 40 Care Bears
why Oreida is so angry.
"I mean. she's the one who leaves beforer'
For now, Lowe said Forehand and
her trash all over tbe room," Forehand
said. "She's the one who told me to go Oreida will have to work out their diffor it with Isaac. She just can't take it ferences or kill each other trying.
Said Oreida: "I don't know if we're
because he thought I was prettier."
Forehand said she has not complied ever going to get this settled, but if we
with her roommate's request and do. 1 am never pointing out a totally
ignores the masking tape across the hot guy to her again. Unless he is realfloor. She said she is considering mov- ly, really hot. Then I might."
ing in with another friend, one who
doesn' t get angry at petty things.
"I think il'.s totally unfair that she Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-nnvs
gets all bent out of shape over some- columnist for "The Murray State
thing that was over last week," Pore- News".
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Sept. 11 memories -r eturn
with two-year arinivers~ry
,.

In My
Opinion

VANESSA
CHilDERS

On Sept. 11, 2001,
something very unfortunate happened to me. My
brand new glasses broke.
At least I thought it was
a big deal until my business teacher turned on the
television and I saw a
plane crash into the north
tower of the World Trade
Center.
The footage of the twin
towers and the Pentagon
followed me throughout
the day. In every class,
except one, the eyes of
everyone in my high
school classes were glued
to the television.
In my computer class,
the class in which J did
not ;watch the coverage,
my teacher, the caring,
Christian woman everyone believed her to be,
turned off the television.
turned to the students and
said, "We have more
important things to do
today."

Tuesday's lecture was to stop this process
about formatting text in a because it has occurred
word-processing program with every other major
-bow vitally important to historical event.
my life and the lives of
It has to sadden those of
my classmates when com- us who lived through faJlpared to terrorism on en
buildings
and
American soil. All respect destroyed lives to think of
I held for that woman dis- how insignificant the date
appeared in an instant.
Sept. 11, 2001, may
For severaJ days after become to future generaSept. 11, my modem his- tions because of bow sigtory teacher insisted the nificant it currently is to
terrorist attacks on the us. As we who witnessed
World Trade Center and the horror of Sept. 11 age
the Pentagon
would and die, the primary
become my generation's impact of the attacks will
Kennedy assassination. die with us.
He said we would always
My worst fear is that for
remember where we were, future generations, the
what we were doing and general consensus on
Sept. 11 will , be, " We
bow we felt.
After two years, I can have more important
testify be was right. How- things to do today."
ever, I fear as years pass,
the events of Sept. 11 will
become just another entry Vanessa Childers is the
in a history textbook, assistant Mws editor at
another Zapruder film .
"The
Murray
State
It seems there is no way News. "

Internet mu.sic sparks controversy
File-sharing:
the facts

Industries overlook software piracy benefits
In My
Opinion

A number of national media. outlets are currently focusing on Internet file-sharing
because of recent lawSUits against individuals
downloading music, movies and software
from the Internet. Here are the latest developments:
•The Recording Industry Association of
America and several major record companies sued 261 people Monday for file-s~
mg, includJ.ng a 12-yea.r-old girl in New York
a.nd a 71-year-old ma.n in Texas whose
grandchildren used his computer to download music.
•The users oould face a fine of up to
$150,000 per song because of a. copyright
law passed in 1976.
•CD sales have dropped about 10 percent
each year since the late 1990s when filesharing bega.J;l to gain popula.rity.

"I HAVE A
• PROBLEM WITH
THE
ARGUMENTS
AGAINST

PIRACY.

• Many music companies have dropped the
prices of an average CD to $12.98 as a
number of consumers said they download
music because CD prices are too high.

•File-sharing programs, like Pressplay, have
from 300,000 to 600,000 subscribers. The
largest free flle-sha.ring network, Ka.za.a., has
a.n estima,ted 10 m1ll1on users.
•Teenagers make up an estimated 50 percent of those who share files illegally.
Information obtained from washingtonpost.com and msnbc.com

I THINK

THERE IS A
FUNDAMENTAL
ASSERnON MADE
BY BIG
COMPANIES
WHO ARE OUT
TO 'FIGHT'
PIRACY THAT IS
NOTHING SHORT
OF ABSURD."

•

Yargh! Piracy, does it cost that much, matey? get a feel for what an artist's music is like before
Jimmy Buffet is famous for his pirate carica- committing my 15 bucks. I then buy a CD
tures. Sure, he doesn't have a wooden leg, and because I know what the content is roughly l.i.ke.
sure, his lifestyle of piracy mostly revolves That's one more sale than the company would
around empty pitchers of last night's booze, but have made bad I not listened to the music first via
file-swapping. Furthermore, I'm not really sure
he fancies himself a pirate nonetheless.
Like Jimmy, computer pirates are nontradi- who enjoys listening to 128-bit music for any
tional pirates. They don't get fancy cannons, and length of time. I prefer the pristine CD version
they don't do much sailing. They don't kidnap over some ripped-off, low-quality MP3.
Did piracy cost the record company money in
women and consequently get laid in some sort of
Stockholm Syndrome scenario. (OK, maybe this example? Am I counted among the ranks of
some of them do.) What pirates do get nowadays pirates who cost the record company money?
File-swapping has acted as a check on the
is global admiration for their pirating prowess
greed of the big software companies. I'd irnagine
and, oh yeah, big, fat subpoenas.
I have a problem with the arguments out there that everyone who has pirated software would
against piracy. I think. there is a fundamental much prefer the real thing complete with instrucassertion made by big companies who are out to tion manuals and tech support, not to mention an
install CD and free updates, but the reality is that
"fight" piracy that is nothing short of absurd.
For every pirated piece of software, music or many programs are out of some consumers'
movie downloaded. companies obstinately per- financial reach.
Would those who pirate the Pbotoshop, with a
sist in believing revenue is lost. How many times
have we heard, "Company X predicts they are price tag upwards of $600, have actually bought
losing (insert some colossal amount of money the thing? .I seriously doubt it. It is pirated
because it is so expensive in the first place. and it
here) to piracy each yeaf'?
Piracy, according to companies, is only good is the standard.
Don't believe me? Go to Kaza.a or your
for hurting sales. There is a number I'd personally be interested in hearing about Company X that favorite file-swapping program and type in someI never hear. I'd like to know how much that thing like "Elements." Adobe's answer to a more
company grosses and how much of that money affordable Pboto:.boplike program. I just did it
was contributed by people who originally may and got four or five matches. Now type in "Photoshop." I got approximately 60 to 80 matches.
have pirated the product in question.
This ratio roughly holds for all programs that
I'll use music as a case in point. l've had the
unpleasant experience of purchasing a CD present either continuing expense (e.g. Norton
because I happened to like one particular song, AntiVirus) or are simply unaffordable to begin
only to put in the disc and have my ears assault- with, like PhOloshop.
Ever since Microsoft, software companies
ed by what sounds like an elephant having a less
than successful bowel movemenl. Then, I'm have compartmentalized their programs and
stuck with all ''sounds from an elephant" and one charged outra~eously for them because they
song I like, all for the low. low price of 15 bucks. know they can. Is Adobe losing money for each
Since I've had this happen on several occa-;ions. Photoshop pir.ned? I think not
The movie indusuy, I believe, also has overI've learned not to buy a CO that I' m not familiar with. I simply refrain from buying the CD at stated its case. Movies downloaded in DivX format are not fun to deal with. The frame rates are
all.
Then, along comes the glorious technology of often slow and choppy, and the sound quality is
file-swapping, and lo, I can download song.-; and akin to two cans tethered by a string.

Heaven forbid you want to watch a DivX
somewhere other than your computer. wbere it is
only moderately sucky. When you go downstails
and put it in your OVD player, you'll get a Jesson
in unparalleled suckitude. It's simply easier to
buy tbe OVD. But of course, you don't want to
go out blindly buying DVOs any more than
you •d want to go to the theater without knowing
what the movie is about Plus, if you buy the
OVD, you get neat stuff like six-channel surround, which OivX, as far as I know, cannot support.
I suppose the assumption the movie industty is
making is that people watch a movie on their
computer and don't get screwed out of their
money if tbe movie happens to be less than
enjoyable because they don't buy it, see it oc rent
it.
That's an issue of quality of the movie with a
convenient scapegoat of piracy for less-thanexpected sales. Again the question arises, would
the people who watched the movie on their computer not have bought the DVO or seen the movie
in the theater?
This one is trickier to answer. Do the features
I mentioned on OVDs outweigh the cost of buying them? What about movies in the theater and
the ambience there? I roc one don't know, but the
bright side is, neither do they.
Of course, some people are going to steal software, music and movies no matter what. The
question we have to keep asking ourselves is,
"Would they have bought it?" The answer for
this group of people is also "No" - they are stealing because that's what they always do. Is this
group of people costing companies money in lost
revenue? How?
I think it's time companies prove their case,
and show us the amount of money piracy is really costing them. Keeping with an old cliche, it's
put up or shut up time.

JM Bill Schim.ingtr is a sophomort psychology
major from Princtton.
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Kansas prison Inmate faces
murder charges in Kentucky

Forty-two still missing
from Sept. 11 attacks

S~lpping

clerk mails
himseH to his parents

Stabbing leaves official
in serious condition

RADCLIFF {AP)- A man serving time in a
Kansas p rison for murder will soon be extradited to Kentucky to face charges involving
a 1983 murder.
Ralph "Dusty" Baker was 14 years old
when he was charged with the 1980 rape and
murder of 18-year-old Silvava Maureen
Story in Radcliff. However, a judge declared
him mentally incompetent to stand trial.
Five years later, Baker was convicted of a
1983 murder in Kansas. He w ill soon be
released from a Kansas p rison after serving
more than 17 years there.
But on Tuesday, a Hardin County grand
jury indicted Baker for Story's rape and mur·
der for a second time.
That is after Baker, now 37, recently told
officials at the Lansig (I<an.) Correctional
Facility, that he wanted to return to Kentucky after serving his prison sentence.
Kansas officials turned Baker's case over
to a probation officer in Jefferson Coun'ty,
who found Baker's indictment and eventual
dismissal of rape and murder charges in
Hardin County Circuit Court. The officer
contacted Hardin County officials to see if
they wished to pursue the matter again.

NEW YORK (AP) - Among
the 2,792 names on the official
World Trade Center death toll
are 42 people actually listed as
missing - not dead - because
their remains have not been
identified and their whereabouts on Sept. 11, 2001, cannot
be established with certainty.
Some of those people may not
be dead, or even exist. A few
may be trying to fake their
deaths, while others could have
been wrongly reported missing,
city officials said in interviews
with the Associated Press.
The remains of about 1,520
people have been identified,
most of them by DNA, and
1,230 others were confirmed
dead by the courts because families submitted proof to a judge
that the victim was at the trade
center or on one of the hijacked
planes that crashed into the
twin towers.
But 42 cases have no such
proof an~ no identified
remains. They will remain listed on the trade center death toll
for now.

DALLAS (AP) - A shipping
clerk who flew from the New
York area to Dallas in an air
cargo crate now says it was "the
craziest thing I could ever do
within my life."
Charles D. McKinley, 25, was
arrested and jailed on unrelated
bad-check and traffic charges
after his odyssey last weekend.
Federal officials are considering
additional charges of stowing
away on a plane.
He startled his parents - and a
deliveryman - when he broke
out of the box outside their home
Saturday.
Before setting out, McKinley
filled out shipping instructions
saying the crate held a computer
and clothes. Authorities believe
he had help from at least one co·
worker at the warehouse where
he works in New York when he
loaded himself in the box.
The box was trucked from
New York's Kennedy Airport to
Newark, N.J., where it was
loaded onto a plane operated by
Kitty Hawk Cargo. The ,plane
stopped in Niagara Falls, N.Y.,
and the carrier's hub in Fort
Wayne, Ind., before going to
Dallas, the FBI said.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
{AP) - Swedish Foreign
Minister Anna Lindh, one
of the country's most popular
politicians,
was
stabbed in the stomach and
wrist Wednesday at an
exclusive department store
in downtown Stockholm.
Police said they did not
believe the attack was
politically motivated and
were searching for a man
wearing a camouflage jacket who fled the store.
A
Foreign
Ministry
spokesman said Lindh was
taken to Karolinska Hospital for treatment, where
her condition was serious
but not life-threatening.
Lindh, 46, was inside the
Nordiska
Kompaniet
department store blocks
away from the parliament
building when she was
stabbed just before 4 p.m.,
witnesses told the Associated Press.
"There is nothing pointing at a political motive
right
now,"
police
spokesman Bjoern Pihlblad
said.

Fletcher campaign staff member
resigns over past threats
FRANKFORT (AP) - A depu ty campaign
manager on Republican gubernatorial can·
didate Ernie Fletcher's staff has resigned
after Fletcher learned that the aide, while in
college, was found responsible by a university board for threats sent to the school's
newspaper editor.
In an interview this week with "The
Courier-Journal" of Louisville, Nicholas
Mirisis maintained his innocence but said
he resigned to prevent embarrassment and
distraction for Fletcher. Mirisis also
resigned as Fletcher's congressional press
secretary.
While a student at the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte, the newspaper reported, Mirisis admitted plagiarizing a term
paper, which set off events that led to his
suspension.
Daniel Groves, Fletcher's campaign manager, said he hired Mirisis in May 2002 without looking into his background as a student at UNC·Charlotte. Groves said he also
didn't ask why Mirisis transferred to North
Carolina State University for his senior year.

Handgun owner apologizes
for shortage of records
CHICAGO (AP) - A homeless
man who was the original owner
of a handgun used in a workplace shooting that left seven
people dead apologized for his
connection to the killings.
Milton Beuck, 58, apologized
during a court appearance Tuesday where he pleaded guilty to
failing to keep records of a 1994
transfer of the semiautomatic
pistol to a Chicago police officer.
Beuck was sentenced to a year
of court supervision.
"I don't think you were the
main culprit," Circuit Court
Judge Marvin Luckman said.
Salvador Tapia used the
weapon to shoot and kill six former co-workers at Windy City
Core Supply on Aug. 27. He then
died in a gun battle with police.

Lt. Gov. Joe Keman

assumes control of Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - As
Gov. Frank O'Bannon lay in a
coma following a stroke, Indiana's lieutenant governor took
over as acting governor amid
uncertainty over whether to
formally transfer authority to
him.
State lawmakers on Tuesday
held off invoking a process
spelled out in the state constitution for formally handing
power to Lt. Gov. Joe Kernan.
However, Republican Sen.
President Pro Tern Robert Garton said he and Democratic
House Speaker Patrick Bauer
could initiate the process, perhaps as early as Wednesday.

Bus-bombing suspect
faces life sentence
STUTTGART, Germany
(AP)- A suspected former
Red Army Faction terrorist
has been charged with
helping plan and carry out
a 1991 bomb attack on a
busload of Soviet Jews in
Hungary, federal prosecu·
tors said Wednesday.
Andrea Klump faces a
possible life in prison on 33
counts of attempted murder and setting off a bomb.
She is already serving a
nine-year sentence in Germany for helping plan the
failed 1988 bombing of a
Spanish disco frequented

Police cordon off an area where Swedish Foreign Minister Anna Lindh was stabbed several times with a knife
after the attack at an NK department store In central
Stockholm, Sweden, on Wednesday.
by U.S. seamen.
Klump, 46, is accused of
bombing the bus in
Budapest, Hungary, on
june 23, 1991, with accomplice Horst Ludwig Meyer,
who was shot and killed by
police in Vienna, Austria,
in 1999.
The explosion injured
two Hungarian police officers and four passengers
on the bus, which was
bringing the jews to a
plane for Israel.

U.N. forces leave
northeastern Congo
UNITED NATIONS (AP)
The fighting in northeastem Congo has created "the
worst humanitarian crisis
on the planet," jessica
Lange said Tuesday.
The actress spent a week
in the volatile area last
month as a goodwill
ambassador for the United
Nations Children's Fund.
The five-year civil war in
Congo has all but end ed,
but lighting between "the
Hema and Lend u tribes, a
disastrous by-product of

the conflic t, continues
throughout
m uch
of
resource-rich
lturi
p rovince.
Last month, Lendu fighters kiJied at least 200 people
and abducted scores m ore
during a series of attacks
there.
"This is at this time the
worst humanitarian crisis
on the planet, and the worst
documented war in the history of Africa," Lange told
the Associated Press.
During her visit, Lange
watched as the French-led
international force was fin.
ishing its mission· and
handed over the task to
U.N. peacekeepers in the
town of Bunia in I turi
province.
The Security Council has
said that the French-led
troops prevented a greater
humanitar ian tragedy in
Iturl province, and Lange
agreed. French troops
arrived in June after 500
people were killed in weeks
of fighting.

News in Brief is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis, online editor.

The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
Would Like To Congratulate Our
26 Wonderful New Girls!
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Ashley Arnold
Elizabeth Dandeneau
Whitney Douglas
Megan Fondaw
Brooke Frugate
Annelise Grogan
Dani Harrison
Sarah Hobson
Casey Humkey
Jackie Hunter
Rachel Leach
Whitney Medley
Abby Miller

••
•

Sarah Misbach
Julie Nunnelley
BrennaPape
Ashley Powell
Brittany Quinlan
Tiffany Snow
Kali Steiner
Katie Stout
Virginia Taylor
Amanda Varvel
Jessica Watson
Brittany Yancy
Christin Yates

We Love You!!
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·Five· graduates enJoy living, teaching in Japan
Program coordinators express
surprise, delight, when all MSU
applicants receive acceptance
by Elizabeth Caweln
Staff Writer

Four years ago, Ches Clark might never
have imagined that shortly after receiving
his bachelor's degree from Murray State.
he would be teaching English in Kat• suragicho, Japan. Yet desire intersected
_ with opportunity when Clark, from
~ Owensboro, was selected to participate in
the Japanese Exchange and Teaching pro1 gram.
,1'he school experience is very rewarding," Clark said. "Watching the light of
. understanding go on in the kids' eyes is
1 completely worth it and having them see
, you out and about in town and say hello or
good morning is also very encouraging."
After an application process last year.
Clark and four other Murray State graduates - Mark Devlin. Jeremy Edwards,
Justin Haywald and Emily Williamc; -

were selected to participate in the Japanese Exchange and Teaching (JET) program: The program offers college graduates the chance to live and work in Japan
for one year and promote global awareness among the Japanese people.
"It's very impressive that
five of our
applicants were selected," said Melanie
McCallon, Study Abroad coordinator. "It
really says a lot about our international
and language courses and our Japanese
studies courses. I think it also says a lot
about Murray State in general, that we had
five well-rounded candidates."
Yoko Hatakeyama, a senior lecturer in
the modem language department who
teaches Japanese language and culture
courses, said Murray State has had one or
two students selected for the program
since the University began participating in
1999.
Flora Williams, JET program coordina-

all

tor with the Japanese consulate-general,
said she was surprised to see so many chosen from one university.
..I would say it is a rarity and a good
showing for MSU," she said...All five of
the candidates were so wonderful, friendly, personable, adaptable. They were outstanding. I was very pleased."
The tive Murray State JET participants
arrived in Tokyo in early August and will
remain in Japan for a minimum of one
year. They can eJttend their contract for up
to three years, Hatakeyama said.
"Thus far, the experience has been wonderful," Edwards, from Kuttawa, said.
"My minor at Murray State was international development, so I've always been
focused on working abroad. I enjoy being
involved in the Japanese culture. It's difficult to understand at times, complex and
very different from our own American
culture. However, it is character·building:'
Edwards is living in Taiji and teaches
10 classes per week. He and his wife also
have started their own private school, the
Chinese-English Conversation Private
School. Additionally. Edwards has
become involved with coaching the junior
high boys' baseball team as well as playing in an area baseball league.
Williams, from Paducah, is working in

Shizunai, a small town located on Hokkai- tance.
do, Japan's northernmost island. She is
At the same time Clark was rejoicing
teaching junior high school English cours- over the good news, Devlin, Edwards,
es as well as a conversation circle and tak- Hayward and Williams were also celeing lessons in tea ceremony.
brating their letters of congratulation from
"I'm \'Cry busy, but loving it;' Williams the JET program.
said. ''I am having a wonderful time and
Hntakeyama said she heavily promotes
am so thankful for the opportunity to live the JET program to her students each year.
and work io Japan."
"This program helps students expand
Although Clark called the application their world view," she said. "They chalprocess for the JET program "daunting lenge life and discover their potential.
and not for the impatient," his ,l ove for · When you are in your comfort J'One in
Japanese culture prompted him to go for your home country, it is hard to discover
it.
your true self. But when you are put in a
After :submitting an application with different environment in a foreign couninformation on academic. employment try, your set of values is challenged and
and cross-cultural experiences, as well as you see things from many different perletters of recommendation and a statement spectives."
of purpose, applicants must wait to be , Hatakeyama said interested students
notified of their interview date. The 2003 should have a true love for Japan and
deadline was Dec. 5, 2002.
knowledge of Japanese culture, an ability
"If you're accepted into the interview to adapt and a sense of responsibility and
process, they notify you of your interview enthusiasm. ln order to be eligible, applitime and location, but if you don't get an cants must obtain a bachelor's degree by
interview, you hear nothing," Clark said. June 30, 2004.
"l consider myself to be a relatively
"You must also be ready to be involved
patient person, and by February, I was in the community," she said. "You are acttearing my hair out from the waiting."
ing as an ambassador, and the participants
Once Clark had interviewed before a are expected to play a role in promoting
panel at the Consulate-General of Japan in global awareness and friendly relations
New Orleans, he waited again. Finally, in between nations."
mid-April, he was informed of his accep-

.McGaughey, Valentine explain ways
to improve student worker relations

University Police: Safety tip of the week

I

Bicyclists can reduce risks
by knowing responsibilities

L

by Marissa casey
Staff Writer

Robert Valentine, journalism lecturer,
points out the importance of customer
relations for student office workers during a seminar at Lovett Auditorium.

Students who walked into Lovett Auditorium Monday could see people diving
over rows of chairs in hopes of grabbing
a little extra cash.
A few minutes before Robert
McGaughey, journalism professor, and
Robert Valentine, journalism lecturer,
began a presentation about customer relations, students were encouraged to move
to the front of Lovett Auditorium. Those
who took the advice were rewarded with
, a better position to catch the money
McGaughey and Valentine periodically
tossed into the crowd.
The laid-back atmosphere provided the
backdrop for a conference geared toward
refreshing student workers on office
behavior.
"Customer relations is just about being
pleasant." said Valentine. "If you don't
take the time to do it right the first time,
because you're so busy, where are you
gonna find the time to do it againT'
Camilla Buckingham, senior from
O'Fallon, lll., said she was happy Valentine and McGaughey were chosen to give
the lecture.
"l love 'the docs' to death," Buckingham said. "They're very entertaining, and
I'm glad they picked them to do (a lecture) on customer service because customer service can be boring, and I think
it's important for students to learn.''
Valentine and McGaughey interjected
bits of humor into the program, joking
about everything from the "Persist" slogan to their personal appearances.
"I am the Bob who was formerly

hairy," Valentine said. "He is ' the Bob
who was formerly ... thin."
Angel Thompson. senior from Bardstown, said she thought McGaughey and
Valentine wen: effective in presenting the
message.
"I felt that they were very encouraging,
and they did a very good job of getting
the information that each of us needed to
know in order to be successful employees," she said.
Ashley Hulse, sophomore from Murray, said she learned to be nice, a theme
repeated throughout the program.
"Really you have to learn two important lessons," McGaughey said. "First
you gotta listen, and second ... remember
no matter how bad your day has been to
never lose your sense of humor and be
nice."
McGaughey and Valentine said
advances in technology aim to deal with
many of the problems customers face but
ultimately, student help provides better
assistance.
"We believe the answer is you, not the
technology," Valentine said. "It may be
that you are the most important person
they ever come in contact ,with,"
McGaughey and Valentine also said it
was important for employees to learn the
basics of good customer service in order
to better aid students, parents and community members, the ..customers" of the
University.
"If we have good customer service, we
open the door, and more people can walk
through," Valentine said. "But if we do
something to confuse people, we could be
shutting the door on somebody's college
career."

larry Nixon/guest

Officer Amanda Crook, who is also a member of the Bike Patrol unit,
demonstrates the correct way to cross 16th Street with a bicycle.

Staff report
Although Public Safety may be better known
for regulating vehicular
issues and keeping an
eye out for pedestrians,
Public Safety captain
Larry Nixon said bicycle
safety is one of the
department's major concerns.
"Bicycles, much like
motorcycles. mopeds or
scooters, have inherent
dangers," Nixon said.
"Other motorists have

difficulty seeing bicyclists, which puts them at
risk of being struck by
vehicles."
Nixon offered the following advice to students who use bicycles
on campus:

• Bicycles should have
front and rear lights
when riding during
hours of darkness or low
light.

• Bicyclists on streets
should obey all traffic~ontrol measures.

• Always dismount nnd
walk a bicycle across a
crosswalk.
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• Bicyclists are strongly
encouraged to wear
proper headgear.

• Bicycles are not intended for use on sidewalks,
and pedestrians always
have the right of way.
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• Ride with traffic, not
against it, and signal
before turning.
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1051 N. 16th St.
Murray, KY
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This \Veek
•Friday
•Underclassmen
Shield photos - 9
a.m. to noon. Curris
Center Theater storeroom. No appointment
needed.
•Senior Shield pbo·
tos- 9 a.m. to noon.,
Curris Center Theater
Phone
storeroom.
762-4495 or sign up at
228C Wilson Hall for
an appointment. Sitting fee is $5.
•Cinema
IDterna·
tional - "8 Women"
7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater.
•Concert - Stairway
n Zeppelin, 8 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables.
Free admission.
•Concert
This
Many,
8
p.m.,
Winslow Dining Hall.

•Saturday
•Lessons - Kayak
lessons, 10:30 a.m. to
3 p.m., Land Between
the Lakes Nature Station.
•Softball game
Intramural softball, I
p.m., Murray City
Park. Phone 762-4458
for details.
•Football game
MSU vs. Southern
lllinois University, 6
p.m., Southern ntinois
University.
•Cinema Intema·
tiona) - "8 Women,"
7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater.
•Dance - Street dance
featuring
Hoosier
Daddy. 9 to 11 p.m.,
Wal-Mart parking lot.
Free admission.

•Sunday
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby, 9:45
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Fellowship- Sunday
Night
Fellowship,
5:30 to 7 p.m., University Christian Student Center.
•Contemporary Ser·
vice - The Net, 8
p.m., First Baptist
Church, 203 S. Fourth
St.

•Monday
•Geoscience Potluck
Kickoff
GeoClub
potluck and meeting,
11 :30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m., 107 Wilson
Hall. Everyone is welcome.
•Panel Discussion
Freshman Reading
Experience - "Getting
by in Murray," 7 p.m.,
Freed Curd Auditorium.

•Tuesday

College Ufe Editor. Severo Avila
Asslscant College Ilk Editor. Alida Ray
Phone: 762-4480
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Good to the
last drop
Bottled water becomes the
next trendy item on campus
by Alida Ray
Assistant College Life Editor
David Ritson, sophomore from
Irvington, said he hardly drank any
water at. all last year.
Now he drinks about 10 glasses a
day.
Ritson said the increase in his
water intake only started since
returning to Murray State this
semester.
"I've definitely drank more
(water) since I started rowing, but
I've drank more since I've been
here, period," Ritson said. "I've
found myself to be more physically
active, and I need to put more fluids back in my body."
Ritson said he normally takes
two 20-ounce bottles of water to
classes and drinks two more bottles
after returning from rowing practice every evening.
Mary Williams, freshman from
Nashville, Tenn., said spending
time at the University bam has
influenced her to drink more water
than she did before enrolling at
Murray State.
"I probably drink more at the
bam because it's so dusty there,"
Williams said.
Williams said her book bag,
which is designed to hold a water
bottle in a side pouch, has encouraged her to bring water to class as
well.
"It doesn't spill all over your
books," Williams said. "It's more
convenient."
Mara Bishop, senior from Chicago, probably would not agree with
Williams about the convenience of
water.
"I hate water," Bishop said.
"(But) I decided it was important to
drink, so to make myself drink it, I
carry a bottle of water with me
wherever I go."
Bishop said it had been pounded
into her head that water is good for
her and she needs to drink more of
it, but it was her body that convinced her to start drinking water
regularly, despite her dislike for the
taste.
"I drank a lot (of other drinks),
but 1 was always thirsty. so I decided to drink more (water)," Bishop
said.
ldarion King. graduate student
from Louisville, said he thinks
many students try to satisfy their

thirst and bodily needs by drinking
pop and other beverages, but water
is what they really need.
"If you put bad gasoline in your
car, it won't run right," King said.
"Your body's the same way."
King said he does not want to
wait until he develops health problems to start drinking water.
"Water is the soul of your body,"
King said. "I've been thinking that
for a long time, but I just started
living it."
LaNeir Sprague, junior from
HopkinsvHle, said her mother
inspired her to start drinking more
water.
"She lost like 50 pounds, and she
drank a Jot of water,'' Sprague said.
Although Sprague said she plans
to exercise and maintain a healthy
diet along with increasing her water
consumption,
she said she
hopes her
mother's
tactic
will help
her
to
I o s e
weight as
well.
While many stu·
dents seem to be drinking
more water than in years past,
Judy Lyle. health educator and staff
nurse, said most students are not
drinking enough.
''They're drinking soda, coffee
and (other beverages), but nothing
beats that glass of water," Lyle
said. "Just about every piece of
your body works because you drink
enough water."
Lyle said everyone needs about
six to eight glasses of water per
day. but 10 to IS glasses per day if
they are sick.
Lyle said she recommends students carry a water bottle with them
at all times.
"BouJed water is expensive, and
(some) people think it's healthier
(than tap water) ... but it's probably
not," Lyle said.
Lyle said she recommends refilling water bottles in water fountains
or from a tap since it is much
cheaper.
Ritson recommended the WalMart brand water bottles.
"They have a 24-pack for about
three or four bucks," Ritson said.
"It's not bad at all."

Erin Gilles!The News

water Is natural water that Is not altered
It is taken from a protected source
with all the healthful minerals intact.
is heated to a boil, then the
r-nrln~nc::..:•n through a filter to
,,,..._,~,.. all of the mineral content

The bottled
in conjunction with
the governing an~M'Ir·•~a that monitor the strict
standards, has
shelf life of bottled water
at two years.

c
•
No, most comparites use a polycarbonate bottle, which by nature is a hard plastic. Unlike the
•milk jug• grade o . ,which will transfer a
plastic taste to th ~olycarbonate bottles
do not transfer any taste or ~mell no matter
stored.
how long the •

An Increasing number of college students are carrying
and drinking bottled water.
With water available in
dozens of brand names such
as Dasani, Evian, Arctic Blue,
Aquafina, Deer Park and
Aberfoyle, bottles of the lifegiving liquid are a common
sight In gym bags, backpacks,
briefcases and lunchboxes.

" Just about
every piece of
your body
works because
you drink
enough water. "

Q.'

art by Sanit Sopitgirapast

Judy Lyle
HeaHh Educator
and StaH Nurse

source: ordermywater.com

•Elections
begin
Senator
Freshman
election, 9 a.m.,
online.
•Blood Drive- SGA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.•
Curris Center Dance
Lounge.
•Campus Activities
Board - Meeting,
4:30p.m., Curris CenRoom.
ter Ohio
Guests welcome.

Chris Schweizer

• Wednesday
•See You at the Pole
Campus
Ministry
organizations. 7:30
a.m., Hart College
flagpole.
•Elections
end
Freshman
Senator
election, 9 a.m..
online.
•SGA Student
Government Association student senate
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Fellowship Supper
First Baptist Church.
5:30 p.m., 203 S.
Fourth St.
: •Bible Study - Chi
' AJpha, 7 p.m., Curris
, Center Theatre.

•Thursday
• Recital- Guest artist
recital, 8 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall. Free
admission.

ANO HOW COI.IW WE 6ET
IN MURRAY WHEN WE
OON'T EVEN HAVE THE
&UAUFICATJONSP

08VIOUSLY THERE IS SOME
CONFUSION, WE JUST CARe
ABOUT YOU AS LON& AS YOU'RE
USERI.. TO USI NO LONER.

,~--

CONTINUE TO VOTE IN
THE RECAU.. SB:TJON
8Y EMAIJN8 YOUR
VOTE TO:
HOB~E$TERNKY.NET

f. MR. MITTENS

2. BERRV BROCCOU
.3 . BONAFIDE T. &ATOll
'1. EVIL BEARO
S . POOALY OIS6UISED
ENGUSH PROFESSOR
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This Week
1. Mary J. Bilge - "Love &
Life"
2. Hilary Duff ~ "Metamorphosis"
3. Various Artists - "The
Neptunes Present ... Clones"
4. Alan Jackson - 14Greatest
Hits, Vol. 2"
S. Youngbloodz - "Drankin'
Patnaz"

Cookies
on

Online business brings snacks to students

Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Dickie Roberts: Fo rmer
Child Star - Starring David
Spade
2. Jeepers Creepers 2
Starring Ray Wise
3. Pirates of the Caribbean:
The Curse of the Black
Pearl - Starring Johnny Depp
4. Freaky Friday
Starring Jamie Lee Curtis
s. S.W.A.T.- Starring Samuel
L. Jackson
Source: Associated Press
1. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Diet"
2. AI Franken - uues and the
Lying Liars Who Tell Them: A
Fair and Balanced Look at the
Right"
3. Dan Brown - ''The Da
Vinci Code"
4. J.D. Robb (aka Nora
Roberts)- "Imitation in
Death"
4. Laura Hillenbrand
"Seabiscuit: An American
Legend"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.jedlmaster.org
If you've ever had an incredibly
dorky moment that was spread
all over the Web, you can sympathize with (or laugh at) this
overweight 15-year-old as he
uses a golf club/light saber to
fight in video clips from "Star
Wars" to "Lord of the Rings."
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by Liz Smith
Contributing Writer
For college students suffering
from sugar withdrawal, Anne
Hough's new business, Cookies
on Campus, offers four types of
homemade cookies guaranteed to
make college students feel like
they are back home eating a batch
of
Three weeks ago, Cookies on
Campus was nonexistent. Anne
Hough's daughter, Emily Hough,
had just moved into Hester College to begin her freshman year at
Murray State, and Hough was
back home in Newburgh, Ind., living away from her daughter for
the first time in 18 years.
Hough said she decided to send
her daughter cookies to make her
feel more at home.
''I sent Emily some chocolate
chi pones because moms like to do
those kinds of things," Hough
said. "It's nice to get something
from home, and who doesn't want
cookies?"
When Emily Hough received
her cookie care package, she gave
a few to students on her residential
college floor, and the response
was overwhelming, she said.
"Everyone just loved them and
begged me to get my mom to send

some more," she said. "When I
went home for Labor Day weekend, I told my mom how everyone
just ate up her cookies. and that's
when the idea for Cookies on
Campus started."
Cookies on Campus is a program that allows parents to purchase homemade cookies for their
children while they are away at
college. Students also are able to
purchase the cookies for themselves.
'There are other smaU businesses like this," Emily Hough said,
"But my mom is the first to target
college students."
Customers can choose from
chocolate chip, peanut butter,
chocolate triple chip and snicker
doodle cookies. Prices range from
$19.95 for a dozen to $35.95 for
three dozen, and the cookies are
mailed the same day they are
baked.
AMC Hough said she looked at
similar businesses operating on
the Internet and set her prices
accordingly.
"I know that students have a
limited income," she said 'The
idea is to have the students spread
the word to their parents. A lot of
moms and dads don't have time to
send their kids care packages, so
this is a way for them to do some-

thing special for their children.''
On Sept 1, the Cookies on
Campus Web site was officially
up and running.
"My husband is a Web designer
by profession. We took his ability
with computers and my ability
with baking and made a perfect
match," Hough said. "It's one
thing to have a business, but
another thing to make people
aware of it"
Since Labor Day, Cookies on
Campus has had a steady flow of
orders. According to Emily
Hough, her mother has sent cookie care packages to students as far
away as Buffalo, N.Y.
"The orders are coming in,"
Anne Hough said. "I have to discipline myself not to eat too many
cookies, though. I have a lot of
baked goods around me all of a
sudden."
Hough said the business has
turned out to be quite a family
affair and credits the idea to her
daughter.
Said Anne: "Emily was the
inspiration for Cookies on Campus, and I feel there's a real value
in what I do. Even though it's
something as simple as baking
cookies, I'm representing a parent>s love and affection for their
child, and that feels pretty good."

Nappy Roots -redeems hip-hop's tarnished legacy
by Justin Bontrager
Contributing Writer
My forays into rap are few and far
between these days. What was once a subculture that served as a forum for political
issues (e.g. Public Enemy, Boogie Down
Productions) and carried a doctrine of
pride and unity (De La Soul, Arrested
Development) has deteriorated into a
mainstream trend flaunting sexism, materialism and violence.
I'm sick of "Ghetto Fabulous" boasting
about ho's and money, especially when it's
being proffered by some fop who ends up
financially destitute because he squandered his record company's advance on a
fleet of Jeep Grand Cherokees and a
FUBU wardrobe before collecting his first
royalty check. Wanna rap about ho's, eh?
Guess what, Homey G Money, you're the
record company's ho!

For all my
criticism,
however,
I
have noticed a
slight resurgence in rap
with a nonviolent, nonsexist, nonmaterialist message
more akin to
hip-hop's origins.
Some
decent groups
have come out
in recent years
such as the
Roots, Black
Eyed Peas and
Kentucky's own Nappy Roots.
"Wooden Leather,'' Nappy Roots•
newest album, is an eclectic soundscape,

Custom·Screenprinting
& Embroidery
104 N. 15th St. • Murray, KY
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from
the
Latin/Caribbeanflavored groove of
"Roun' the Globe"
and the soulful
funk of "Sick and
Tired," to the
avant-psychedelic
stylings
of
"Twang" and the
thrash-metal romp
of "War/Peace."
Rather than solely relying on slick,
synthetic production, the band
employs a more
organic method,
incorporating
acoustic instruments and live musicians
and adding greater depth to the band's
sound. At times the results are almost bril-

liant, such as the aforementioned "Roun'
the Globe." Other times, Nappy Roots
sounds sonically confused, bordering on
cacophonous, such as on ''Twang."
1 lamented that the 11-page CD booklet
does not include lyrics, since the vocals
are too often .lost in the dense, booming
bass. Still, what I could discern lyricallyparticularly on "Work In Progress,'' a track
dealing with social, economic and racial
issues - points to a group of intelligent
individuals more suited for the role of
rap's ambassadors than self-parodies like
Eminem and Snoop Dogg.
Hopefully rap audiences will embrace
Nappy Roots and reevaluate the fodder
they're fed from the record industry. As
for Nappy Roots themselves, let's hope
..Wooden Leather.. helps the band achieve
the recognition it deserves.
Grade: 8

College L~fe

Group.show exhibits paintings, ceramics, prints
by Nick Collignon
Contributing Writer

Matta Barnard/The News

Students examine pieces of art In the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery. The pieces are part of a group exhibition featuring the paintings of Chicago artist Ben Mahmoud, the prints of Ohio artist Art Werger and the
ceramics of southern ffiiools artist Steve Grimmer. The exhibition will be on display until Sept. 18.

CLUES ACROSS

1. Large bag
4.1nane
9. Large wading bird
13. Mongrel dog
14. Low stool In the
shape of a drum
.'• 15. Vase
·16. Supplements with
difficulty
,17. Farther down
18. Leg joint
20. Affirmative
22. Boisterous young
girl
25. _ War'd, actress
. 21. Meadow
28. Snakelike fish
29. An open skin Infection
>32. Sash
35. Away from wind
39. Capital of Bhutan
40. Address
• 41. Hall of F•me catcher
42. The religious center

of Saudi Arabia

4.Patllghtty

44. Have a disposition

5. Be obedient to

to do something
45. Jamaican popular
music
47. Decorate a cake
49. Ruulan peasant
51. In a way, rigid
54. Sixth letter of
Hebrew alphabet
56. Abel's brother
(Bible)
58. Regenerate
60. Swedish rock group
62. The space above the
ground
63. College fee
64. A tine skill
65. A European river
66. Wlnk
67.Anc~tEgyptian

deity
CLUES DOWN
1. Apply perfume to
2. Diving bird
3. Fatty part of milk

6. Italian dlah made of
cornmeal mush
7. Ancient Greek god •
of love
8. Coniferous tree
10. Type of group
11. Wrath
12. Hook a line
19. Flsh eggs
21. No (Scottish)
23. Flaw
24. Vall
25. Abstain
26. Cacophony
29. An enclosure for
awtne
30. Exclamation of sur·
prise
31. Manipulate
33. A stimulus
34. Large, mythological
bird
38.Pretend
37. Longest dlvtalon of
geological time

38. Conclusion
43. Red wine
48. Young goat
48. Two-wheeled, harMdrawn carriage
48. S. China ...port
50. African country
52. Capital of Morocco

Ben Mahmoud watched
intently as students, art critics
and other onlookers filed past
his paintings in the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery Tuesday
night.
Some of Mahmoud •s art is
displayed along with works by
artists Art Werger and Stephen
Grimmer.
Tuesday night's artist reception at the gallery began with a
presentation by Mahmoud,
who submitted 23 works to be
displayed - pieces created as
far back as 1993.
"My grandfather died when
I was nine, and I found myself
under the kitchen table drawing
pictures to escape into pretense," Mahmoud said.
Mahmoud said when loved
ones die, children tend to lose a
sense of innocence and become
more aware of death, but Mahmoud used the experience to
advance artistically.
"My art is very personal,"

Mahmoud said: "It's hard for
me to explain it. I prefer to just
let it be as it is."
Mahmoud also spoke about
people missing the purpose of
hls art, which is a means of
pretending.
Mahmoud illustrated his
point with a picture of an
apple. He said people tend to
look at it and just assume it is
an apple.
.
"No," Mahmoud said. "It's a
picture of an apple. It's not
real. It's pretend."
Mahmoud said he insists his
paintings are not real but a way
for artists and spectators to pretend together.
Maggie Sasso, an employee
at the art gallery, said she was
impressed by Mahmoud's
style.
"Ben's technique is incredible," she said. "His acrylic
technique is incredible. and his
compositions are incredible."
Tennaine Shellman, a junior
art major from Louisville,
agreed.
"Very few people can paint

so real with acrylica," be said.
"It's very skilled."
Werger's pieces are in two
separate series. One, titled
"The Seven Affordable Sins,"
displays his perception of the
deadly sins being perpetuated
in a mall - a place Werger
depicts as so<:iety's "Cathedral" in one of his paintings.
Grimmer's collection consists of 18 different sets of
pots, bowls and cups, all completed this year.
Jim Bryant, director of University art galleries, said Grimmer's work reflects a look from
Bauhaus, a German art school
from the 1920s.
"It's easy to find a lot of
geometry in hls work," Bryant
said. "But he makes it more
modem by allowing the glazes
to run, (which) breaks up the
lines."
Mary Jane Littleton, a nontraditional student from Murray, said she was awed by the
entire collection.
"I get a pleasure from it," she
said. "It overwhelms me."

53. Ire
54. Heed covering
55. Distinctive atyle or
manner
57. Help
58. Chafe
59: Type of frying pan
81.Supporter
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Each student organization competing will have a
list for potential donors to sign after giving blood.
The organization that has the highest number of
blood donors will recieve a $100 gift prize from
the WKRBC for their philanthropy or other use.
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The sound of music

showcaseS

Students revive Rodgers &
Hammerstein classics
for 'Some Enchanted
Evening' auditions
byJanetRobb
Conlribuling Writer
Farrell Recital Hall was alive
with the sound of music Monday
and Tuesday as numerous stu·
dents lined up to audition for the
musical review "Some Enchanted Evening: The Songs of
Rodgers & Hammerstein."
While some students filled out
audition forms, othe rs practiced
or looked over auditio n pieces.
Lissa
Graham-Schneider,
director and assistant professor
in the department of theatre and
dance, said she had an objective
- to find talent in those students.
''I'm looking for people's abilities to sing, act and to be able to
work well with one another," she
said.
Jessica Shamblin, freshman
music education major from
Newburgh, Ind., said she felt
nervous going into the audition,
but once onstage, she was fine .
Shamblin said she tried out
because she has performed in
musicals in the past and missed
the experience.
"I loved doing musicals, and I
feel that void right now. so I
really want to do this,'' Shamblin
said, "I hear that it is a really
good musical.··
Shamblin performed .. My

Favorite Things," from ..The
Sound of Music," which she said
was her favorite Rodgers &
Hammerstein musical.
Gina Pfannerstill, freshman
vocal performance major from
Murray, also performed "My
Favorite Things."
''This is the first (musical) I
heard about so far, so I thought,
'Give it a shot,' " Pfannerstill
said.
Brian Molloy. sophomore
vocal performance major from
Eldorado, Ill.. auditioned with
"Kansas City," from "Oklahoma," and said he was confident he did well.
Molloy said "Some Enchanted
Evening" is highly competitive
given its limited cast roster.
"There are five roles listed in
the actual play itself," said Sarioa Richardson, senior theatre
major from Paris. Tenn., and
stage manager for the production.
Graham-Schneider said "Some
Enchanted Evening" will be a
review of many different
Rodgers & Hammersteio musicals with no dialogue and a few
nonverbal scenes between the
musical numbers.
"Some Enchanted Evening"
opens on Nov. 6 at the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.

Martial arts
tournament
local talent
by Lydia Barrow
Contributing Writer

Janna Tanner/The News

(Above) Kara Brooks, sophomore from Slaughters, prepares to show off her
talent as she submits her audition form to Dustin Cunningham, senior from
Louisville, and Jadii Mohme, junior from Trenton, Ill.

Ready to impress show
organizers with her
singing ability, Jessica
Shamblin (left), freshman
from Newburgh, Ind.,
nervously fills out her
auditJon form while Gina
Pfannerstill, freshman
from Murray, and Brian
MoUoy (right), sophomore from Eldorado, Ill.,
warm up their vocal
chords for auditions.
Pfannerstill auditioned
with
"My
Favorite
Things," from "The
Sound of Music," while
Molloy sang "Kansas
City;' from the musical
r.4QkJaboma."

Martial arts fans in and around Murray
were treated to a display of skill at the Second Annual Tae Kwan Do Tournament
held at the Regional Special Events Center
last weekend.
The tournament, which highlighted the
talents of over 100 students as young as 4
years old from Louisville, Cincinnati and
other surrounding areas, was attended by
about 200 fans and parents.
The event is a fund-raising effort for the
Kick Drugs America program headed my
Master Tung Dinh, owner and operator of
Martial Arts America in Murray.
"This e\'ent, which is primarily sponsored by parents and local businesses, was
originated out of MAP (Martial Arts
After-School Program)." Dinh said. '1lle
program's focus is to teach children discipline, concentration and respect, all quali·
ties essential to success as a martial artist."
The tournament consists of three main
events - forms, breaking and sparring. The
competitors Participants were judged on
technique. accuracy, balance, coordination, concentration and attitude.
After the opening ceremonies which
featured both the Korean and American
national anthems as well as a prayer, the
competition began.
_
This year's events kicked off with the
black belt form championships. Adult
black belt winner Lynda Shutt, a senior
from Murray, said she was excited to participate in the event
"I trained for three months for the event,
but I've been taking classes for 13 years.
Shutt said. "I was surprised that I won,
even though I worked very hard to do
well."
Andre Phillip. 6-year-old participant
from Murray and student at Martial Arts
America, said he was very excited to be in
the event.
"I have been attending training classes
for a year,'' he said. "I'm just going to go
out relaxed and do my best."
His .sentiment was echoed by fellow
participant Ian Holmes, of Murray, who
has been a student at Martial Arts America for a year.
"I'll be participating in all three events,
sparring, fonns and breaking," Holmes
said. "I have mixed feelings, but I participated last year and had a lot of fun . Hope·
fully this year will be the same thing."
Dinh said the event was a success.
" It was pretty successful. It went
smoothly," he said. "We raised eight hundred dollars and next year we' re hoping to
raise more money since the primary focus
is for the 'Kick Drugs America' program."
Those interested in martial arts or participating in future tournaments can visit
Dinh at Martial Arts America on Olive
Street or phone 753-61 1 l .

America's
Church of God
At Shoney's Inn
Confetence Room

Services Start at 10 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Pastor Allen Waid
(270) 556-9366

Before going to the Shoe Tree,
COME TO US!
The Murray State News wants to feature
your engagement and wedding announcements
on a special page each month.
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americascog @botmail.com

Study Abroad Fair
Thursday, September 18th, 11:00 to 2:00
Curris Center Dance Lounge

Free Food!

Door Prizes!
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Ill'
Kentucky stomps Racers 37-6 in first.meeting
63, 000-plus look on as MSU, UK engage in
their inaugural in-state matchup

Kyser Lough/The News

(Left) - Murray State junior defensive back Laroni
Gallisbaw keeps up with Kentucky wide receiver Bo
Smith during a Wildcat offensive drive.
(Above) - Galllshaw is in action again as the junior
stops UK running back Draak Davis in bis tracks. Tbe
Racers fell to tbe Wildcats 37-6 during the team ts first
ever meeting with the fellow in-state university.
All-American wide receiver Derek Abney for an 11-yard

by Chris Juog

touMdoWn pass with 22 seconds remaining in the quarter.
During the game, Lorew..en broke the Kentucky all-time pass-

Spoos Editor

A first-time and Division l·A opponent An opposing quar-

terback who now holds his school's record for all-time passing yards. And playing in front of60,000 more fans than usual.
All these points appeared on the checklist Saturday as the
Murray State Racer football team (1-1) fought hard but fell to
the University of Kentucky 37·6 at Commonwealth Stadium
in Lexington.
"We played Kentucky for two reasons: One was to win the
game, lind the other was to find out how our kids would react
in adverse situations," Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "I
thought, for the most part. our kids played hard aJJ night long.
And in some ca5eS. we competed, and we were able to hold up
pretty good."
The team did not accomplish its first goal, but Pannunzio
said the Racers now know where they stand as a team follow·
ing Saturday's Joss.
"We dug ourselves a pretty deep hole there early in the second quarter, but 1 was pleasantly surprised by how our kids
came out and reacted," he said "They didn't Jay down and
quit."
Nearly 63.300 looked on last weekend as the Racers came
out fairly confident against a bigger, stronger Kentucky team.
Playing tight in the tirst quarter, MSU did not allow a UK
point until senior quarterback Jared Lorenz;en connected with

ing yards record of 8,435 yards previously held by Tim
Couch.
"The difference in the game was their overall depth. and
they had a few more athletes than we did," Pannunzio said.
"Jared Lorenzen made a real difference for them. and he was
able to make some big plays. They're so much more athletic
than we are, and it certainly showed in the kicking game.
Derek Abney is such a great rerumer, and he's very scary to
watch return kicks when he's doing it against your team."
Following a Racer turnover, UK extended its first·half lead
to 1+0 after a 60-yard pass from Lorenzen to wide receiver
Chris Bernard The Wildcats then upped the score to 16-0 after
the Racer offensive line allowed the UK defense to sack senior
quarterback Stewart Childress in the end zone for a safety.
Childress finished the game on 13-of·27 passing for 100 yards
and one interception. Junior wide receiver Deandre Green led
all receivers with 36 yards on five catches.
MSU's lone score came with 3:13 remaining in the first half
when freshman nmning back Chad Coole capped a nine-play,
70-yard drive for the Racers with a five-yard touchdown run.
Senior place-kicker Jesse Obliger then failed to connect on the
extra point attempt.
"For our football team, as we try to get ready for the (Ohio
Valley Conference) schedule in a few weeks, our kicking

game has to step up and has to improve," Pannunzio said.
'That's an area thai has to get better because it wi II make adit::
ference in who wins the OVC title."
For the game, Cook gained I I yards rushing on four rushes, but fellow running back junior Ron Lane stole the show
offensively for the Racers. Lane led the offense in rushing
with 67 yards on 16 carries. caught a nine·yard pass from Childress in a late MSU drive and returned two kickoffs for 26
yards.

MSU defense keeps Racers In game earty
The MSU defense kept things interesting in the first half.
holding the UK offense to a mere 21 offensive points and 138
yard~ of offense. two more than the Racers in the half.
'1' m still very pleased with our defense," Pannunzio said.
"It seems like. up front, we have a chance to have a pretty
good defense. We're going to get another big test this week
when we play (Southern Illinois University) because they real·
ly want to run the fOQtball.
Trailing 23·6 heading into halftime, the Racers were still in
the game. even starting the second half with possession of the
ball. However, a Childress fumble in UK territory gave the
Wildcats great field position, leading to another. Loren7..en
touchdo\ltn pass and blowing the game wide open, 30-6.
Backup quruterbad: Shane Boyd mn for a 27-yard touchdown with 3:48 remaining to complete UK's scoring. The

Racer defense held UK to 308 total yards ofoffense. nearly 45
leas tben the team's average last~. Offensively, the Racers
had 20 first downs, four more then the Wildcats.

Racers rebam to 1-AA schedule with SIU
The Racers will now return to the land of l·AA as they take
on the Southern fllinois Salukis at 6 p.m. Saturday in Carbondale. This will be the 18th meeting between the two teams. and
MSU holds a 9-7·2 advantage over SIU. including the Racers'
42-24 victory last year at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"(SIU) is a team that's playing with a lot of confidence,"
Pannunzio said. "They're a much, much improved football
team from last year. They took the preseason favorite in our
league and beat them handily Saturday night, so we've got our
work cut out for us this week. We'll see what we're made of
when we go to SIU."
Saturday's contest also could be the last between the two
schools. as it is the last game listed on the series' current playing contract. It has been speculated that SIU will not renew
their contract, which Pannunzio says would eliminate an
extremely solid series between MSU and SIU.
Said Pannunzio: "I hope we can continue to play them. It's
a good rivalry game, and they're just right up the road from us.
It's good for our football program and our entire University.
We compete for srudents and athletes, and it's a good series. ,
I'd like to keep playing them, but I guess it's in their hands."

Bow season engulfs minds of hunters
The look.
Yes sir, bow season is here, and I have that look in my
eye. Just ask my girlfriend, Michelle, and she'll tell you.
She's seen the look before and knows there is no cure
except for venison in the freezer. Since the season came in
early this year, the look might not have been so bad if not
for a series of events leading up to it.
It started when 1 had to be in Lexington on opening morn·
ing. My 87-year-old grandfather was getting married for the
second time, and I sure couldn't miss that. After vows were
exchanged and cake was eaten, I was burning rubber down
Blue Grass Parkway to get home. That evening, I passed up
a small six-pointer and a few does. I thought that was a good
way to kick off the season.
The next evening found me sitting high in an oak tree
overlooking a clover field. I'd been watching five nice
bucks step into the field to feed every evening at about 6:30.
Sure enough. like clockwork. 6:30 rolled around and a fine
10-pointer stepped out and headed my way. Although I've

OVC Football Standings
Overall

ovc

Samford
East('rn Dlinois
Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State

2·0
1·0
1..()
1·1

0-0
0·0
0..0
0-0

1·1

0·0

Tenm~s,_<;ee-Martin

1·1
1·1
0·2
0·2

0·0
0-0
0-0
0..0

Tennessee State
SEMO
Tennessee Tech

OVC Football Schedule
Sept.13
Eastern Kentucky @ Central
Michigan, noon
Eastern Illinois @ Missouri, 1 p.m.
Tennessee Tech @Chattanooga,

Sp.m.
Murray State @Southern Illinois,
6p.m.
SEMO@ Arkansas State, 6 p.m.
North Alabama @ Jacksonvme
State, 7 p.m.

taken a bunch of deer with a bow and arrow, I was shaking
like a cat passing a peach pit.
When the big buck ambled into range, I drew my bow.
took careful aim and released. Trouble was, the buck was
standing at 30 ylll1h, the edge of my maximum range, and
walking when I shot. An arrow is very slow when compared
to a bullet, so I had to aim just in front of him to hit him.
When I released, however, be stopped. My arrow whacked
him high in the front of his shoulder blade and buried itself
in the fatty portion between his shoulders.
The buck whirled and ran for the woods. I watched as he
stopped just shy of a fence and raked his hoof along my
arrow, breaking it like a twig. He then nonchalantly leaped
over the fence and out of my life.
I never found any blood from that buck. My broken arrow
was lying on the ground with a little hair and some fat stuck
to it, and that's about it. I looked for blood for four hours
that night and two the next morning. I tinally came to the
reali~:ation that my hit wasn't a serious one, and the buck

OVC Volleyball Standings
Overall
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
AustinPeay
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Samford
Murray State
Tennessee Tech

SEMO
Tcnnessee·Martin

5·3
3·2
4-4
3·3
3·4
3-4

2·5
0.3
0-4
0·7
0·8

ovc
0·0 '
0·0

0·0
0·0
0·0
0..0
0·0
()..0

0·0
0-0
().0

OVC Volleyball Schedule
Sept. 12
Moreh('ad State@ Liberty, 11 a.m.
Evansville@ Jacksonville State,
noon
Murray State vs. Iowa State,
12:30 p.m.
Morehead State vs. East Carolina,
3p.m.
Eastern Kentucky vs. Hofstra,
4p.m.
Murray State @ Bowling Green,
5p-m.

was probably off feeding in another clover field somewhere.
I was back at it that evening. Sure, that buck had a sore
shoulder and probably would be taking it easy for a few
days. but there are other bucks in the woods. I saw another
big I ().pointer and an even bigger brute late that evening.
Although I couldn't say exactly how big the second deer
was, I do know that he slipped by my father, who was waiting patiently in his stand some 70 yards away from me. That
old buck is a wise one, and I've got my eye on him.
Now, I sit in my classes, daydreaming about the perfect
setup in which to arrow him and how, if given a second
chance, I'll take a little more time and be sure to deliver a
lethal blow. There's always the promise of next time, and
that's what causes the look. By the time you read this, I will
have long since been back in the woods.

WiJ/ BranJ/ey is the hunting and fishing t:olumnist for "The
Murray State News."

OVC Soccer Standings
Murray State
Eastern Dlinois
Samford
Tennessee-Martin
Tl'nnessee Tech
Jacksonville State
SEMO
Morehead State
Austin Peay

Overall
J.l.()

3·1·0
2·1·1
2·1-1
2·2·0
2·2-0
1·1·2
1·2·1
1·3..0

ovc
().(H)

0·0-0
0·0·0
0..0..0
0·0·0
0·0·0
0..0-0
0·0·0
0·0·0

OVC Soccer Schedule
Sept.12
Adcansu-Little Rock vs. Murray
State, 2 p.m.
Southeast Louisiana @ T('nnessee·
Martin, 5 p.m .
Georgia Southern 0 Samford, 5 p.m.
Tennessee Tech @Alabama, 7 p.m.
(jpscomb @Jacksonville State, 7 p.m.
IUPUI 0 SEMO, 7 p.m.
Utah Valley State vs. Morehead State,

11 p.m.
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Memphis Twilight cross country
performances please Elliott
Men's, women's teams earn pair of fourth-place fini~hes
Atte ndan c e challenge
given to Racer fans
Now wait just a minute!
Get out and support our team and
I can fully undtrstand that the tor- enjoy watching our OVC-champion
rential downpour, a holiday weekend Racer football team as it continues to
and a not-so-talented Valpamiso 0J>1Xr progress throughout the 2003 season.
nent are probably sufficient enough
Now I must apologize that my
reason!; to steer clear of the Racers' humor concerning last week's oppofirst home football game, but what I nent preceded my support for our
don't understand are the events of this troops in their first-ever matchup with
the University of Kentucky, but I
past weekend.
You see, it is not the defending would like to make one thing clear:
OVC title holders that I wish to rant There will not be a Saturday when the
and rave about. We all are aware Head Racers are in action at home that you
Coach Joe Pannun1.io had his troops won't find me in the parking lot leadprepared a~ best as he could for such ing the tailgating festivities.
an overwhelming and daunting foe in
I also will remind you of a NovemKentucky, which wa~ apparent by the ber day not too long ago when the
efforts our players displayed up to the steps and seats of Roy Stewart Stadi-'
last blow of the whistle. However, I urn were rocking, jiving and gyrating
want you, the fans of Murray State with the anticipation and eventual
Univer.;ity, to listen to what I have to exhilaration of winning that coveted
say.
conference titJe. There is no reason our
1commend all of you fellow Racer Racer.; should be unable to run out
fans who made the trek across the onto that field and be welcomed with
magnificent Bluegra~s State to cheer that same enthusiastic atmosphere
on our squad and dhplay that deeply each and every week. regardless of the
drivc:n and unmatched Racer pride. As opponent or the significance of the
I looked up into the conglomeration of contest
Wildcat blue and white that adorned
As the squad returns to action this
Commonwealth Sladium, it wa'i clear- week against rival Southern Dlinois
ly evident those wonderful blue and University in Carbondale, I am giving
gold MSU colors were there to make a you one week to prepare yourselves to
statement. Trust me when I say we show up, join in the tailgating excitewere there in full fon:e to fill that visi- ment and then pwnp our Racers up for
tors section with pride and vigor for this weekend as we take on the Indiana
our team. However, this is my prob- State Sycamores.
lem.
Not only do we have the team and
Fans in excess of 3,000-plu.~ make a the stadium to create an exciting
five-hour voyage to the Mecca. excuse atmosphere for college football, but I
me, to Lexington, to watch our team can guarantee you one last thing. As
play, yet, it !>~!ems to<> much trouble to previously stated and forever true, I am
walk or drive five minutes to support the one and only word in the world of
our team in ounown house, Roy Stew- spons that matters, but I also make the
rut Stadium.
best damn· parlcing-lot cheeseburger a
This is absurd. This is OUR team Racer fan can find!
which plays in OUR stadium. yet it is
As always. feel free to send in your
often hard 10 decipher OUR fOils when commentS in a letter to Iii editor or
we do battle in a home cuntest Stu- e-mail me personally at patclarlc@
dents, the tickets are free for a reason. hotmail.com.

by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Staff Writer
Saturday night, the men's and women's
cross country teams opened their respective 2003 seasons with a pair of fourthplace finishes at the Memphis Twilight
Classic, hosted by Memphis University.
Head Coach Norbert Elliott said all in
a ll, he liked what he saw from both
teams.
"I was very excited about all of our
performances on Saturday," Elliott said.
"We were on a fast course. and our
times were very promising for the
beginning of the season."
On a field of 12 teams, the Racer
men's team finished with 91 points,
behind Mississippi State at second with
55 and Arkansas-Little Rock in third
with 89. Hardi ng University had the top
four runners in the meet and won with
30 points.
Junior Brandon Lancaster led the way
for the men with a lOth place finish out
of 98 runners. Lancaster finished the
four-mile course with a time of 20 minutes, 44.3 seconds.
Fellow junior T im Bradley finished
second on the team and 18th overall
(21:11.20). Freshman Ryan Stichter was
21st (2 1:26.80). and j unior Jeremy Burkeen rounded out the Racers in the top
25 with a 23rd place finish (21 :32.90).
Other finishers for the men's team were

Staff Report
Picking up where she left off as
2002 Ohio VaHey Conference
Golfer of the Year, junior Lee·
Anne Pace finished 16th out of 168
golfers (77-75-152) and led the
Murray State women's golf team
to a 13th-place finish in last weekend's Unlimited Potential/Bay
Tree Classic Tournament in Myrtle
Beach, S.C.
Thirty-six teams competed in the
two-day event, and it was the first

freshmen Patrick Hammond and sophomore Michael Sullivan, placing 43rd and
sind respectively.
A few of the men competed in the
same meet last year and improved on
their times, despite stiffer competition.
"We had really great times," Bradley
said. "But I guess you could say the
course was faster, and the competition
was better."
The men were without one of their
top runners, junior transfer Bobby King.
but still managed to finish high in the
overall team rankings. Lancaster said
King is expected to be ready for the
team's next meet on Saturday.
"Without one of our best runners run. ning, we did really well, ·• Lancaster
said. "And I think we are right where we
need to be at this point of the season."
The women also landed a fourth-place
overall finish, scoring 114 points en
route to a top five placing out of 12
teams.
Mississippi State dominated the meet
and registered a perfect score of I 5,
providing the top five runners in the
meet. Memphis was second with 89
points, followed by Arkansas Tech with
I ll.

Sophomore Lauren Wilson led the
women's team with a ninth-place showing out of 88 runners. Wilson ran the
two-mile course in I 1:50.30.
Junior transfer Audra Herndon was

event for the women's squad this
season. Junior Santie Koch finished second individually for the
Racers and tied for 32nd overall
(80-76-156). Junior Nikki Orazine
tied for 55th (81-78-159).
Rounding out the scoring for
MSU were juniors Ashley Kelbough in I 12th place (81-85-166)
and Julie Bennett in 162nd (8787-174).
•
MSU is next .in action on Sept.
20-21 at the Cardinal Cup in
Louisville.

second on the team and 18th overall
( 12:06.1 0),
and
sophomore Megan
Rainville
finished
27th
overall
( 12:33.40). Sophomore Heather Vincent
finished 32nd ( 12:51.1 0). trailed by fellow sophomore Trista Curtis in 39th
place (13:10.70). Freshmen Amber
Bevins was 44th (13:28.70), and freshmen Betsy Hall came in 46th (13:34).
Wilson said overall, the women's
squad was pleased with its performance
at the meet, and Wilson sees the experience this year that the squad lacked
last year.
''I think we did very well for our first
meet," Wilson said. ''And I think over·
all it was much better than last year's
first meet. All of the girls from last
year really trained hard during the summer to improve from la!;t year."
The women were not the only ones
who noticed the improvement from last
year.
"I saw n great deal of improvement in
our sophomore girls," Elliott said. "And
with one year of college coaching under
their belts. they are now used to the
training and should have a great season.''
The Racers continue the 2003 season
on Saturday in Nashville, Tenn., at the
Commodore Classic, hosted by Vanderbilt University and host a home meet on
Sept. 27 as the Racers host the Murray State
Invite at Roy Stewart Stadium.
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Volleyball invades Michigan, fails to win match
Ranked OVC preseason No.1, MSU takes
on top-30 talent at Michigan Tournament
by Jake Lowary
Staff W iter
The Murray State women's volleyball
team had a not-so-disappointing trip to
Ann Arbor, Mich., las t weekend des pite
three losses at the Mic higan Tournament/Pepsi Classic.
The Racers (0-3) lost to the University
of Michigan, No. 16 LouisviiJe and No.
29 Texas A&M University, but MSU gave
the opposition a run for their money.
" We wanted to win at least one match,
and maybe sneak in and win another,"
Head Coach Dave Scbwepker said .
"Obviously we didn ' t win any, but we
were close."
Junior setter Casandra Ersel said the
team was not disappointed with its
efforts. "I think this tournament brightened our horizons," Ersel said. "The team
did outstanding. We took Louisville, who
is No. 16, all the way to five games."

Paul Baker/Guest

Murray State junior middle blocker
Danlelle Sutterer bumps with fellow
teammates during a recent pncttce at
Racer Arena. The Racen team kicked off
Its 2003 season last weekend at tbe Michigan Tournament, losing three games to
nationally nnked Louisville and Texas
A&M and host-school Michigan. MSU is
back in action Sept. 1l with two games at
the BowUng Green State Tournament.

E rsel also said the Racer players wanted out because we were the presea son
to see ho w they would gel as a team.
favorite. and everyone wants to s how that
In its second match of the weekend ver- (they) shou ld have been the favori te,"
s us Lo uis ville. the Racers took the first Sch wepker said.
game o f fi ve 30 -27. The Racers the n
The team is fairly you ng. with o nly fo ur
matched the Cardinals 22-22 in the sec- retu rning p layers. a ll of whom a re
ond game, but Louisville pounded out starte rs. T he Racers a lso welcomed seven
eight of the last I 0 points to upend M SU new players at the beginning of this sea30-24.
son . including five freshmen.
In the third game, the Racers regained
T he Racer team also features four formo mentum and won 30-24 . T he Cardinals e ig n players. Abbi Gui. who was named
took a 17-16 lead in the fo urth game, but OVC Player of the Week. is a sopho more
MSU bounced back and took nine of the middle blocker fro m Shanghai, C hina.
las t 12 points. Junior Kimberly Bunnage Sophomores Nikki Wong. setter, and
ended the game on a high note with an P aige Sun, outside hiller, a lso hail from
ace.
China. W ong, f rom Sh ijiazhuang, was
"All of the sch ools that attended the named 200 2 Freshmen of the Year, and
tournament were in th e top 30 in the Sun, a native of Beijing, was named Allnation," Schwe pker said. "They were the OVC Fresh men Team and Second Team
upper echelo n of volleyball."
All -OVC in 2002.
Schwepker said he was not d isappointed
As for the rest of the season. Ersel said
the team has high hopes of moving forwith his team 's pe rformance.
"E veryone thought we were going to be ward and winni ng the OVC.
the doormat of the tournament, but o nce it
"Our goals are to win the OVC. stick
was over, everyone knew we weren't after together and play well ," Ersel said.
T he Racers will participate in two more
they saw us play." Sch wepker said,
"Louisville is ranked 16th in the nation, nonconference tournaments this season,
and we hung right with the m."
including the Bowling Green State TourThe R acers were picked as the favorite nament on Sept. 12 and 13 in Bow ling
in the Ohio Valley Confe re nce in a pre- G reen. O hio.
season poll by the coaches. T he squad
The team's first home match will be at 7
received four first- place votes, more than p.m. Sept. 16 against the University of
any other team in the confe rence, but Tennessee-Martin.
Schwepker said M SU sh ould expect tough
M SU then heads to the MTSU Invitacompetition regardless of the coaches' tion al in Murfreesboro, Tenn ., before
confidence in the Racer squad.
con tinuing with the remainder o f thei r
"Every team is going to play their guts . O VC schedule.

Soccer squad downs IUPUI 2-0, extends streak
Robertson returns; Thomas continues hot streak
as Racers stay undefeated (3-0) in 2003
by Michae l Belcher
Staff Writer
The Murray State women's soccer team
extended its winning streak to three and
remained undefeated Friday following a
2-0 win against the Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis Jaguars at
Cutchin Field.
The Racers now have wins over Southeast Missouri (2- 1) and Western Illinois
(4-0), tying last years 3-0 start, the best in
the progrum•s short history.
This was the Racers first meeting with
IUPUI since August 2000, when Murray
State gained its first win as a varsity sport
program.
Once MSU gained the lead, the Racers
maintained it for the game's duration with
the help of a strong defense, preventing
the Jaguars from attempting a shot on
goal.
The game kicked into high gear in the
62nd minute when junior mid fielder
Kristin Robinson scored the game-winning goal. The final nail wru; driven into
IUPUI's coffin in the 72nd minute, when
junior striker Jackie Thomas headed in her
third goal of the young season.
"Our offense was just awful today, but
the defense did a great job, and we found
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a way to win another one," Head Coach
Mike Minielli said. "We were just sloppy Murray State junior forward Jackie Thomas takes the ball from an
with our passing and missed some of our IUPUI defender during the Racers' Sept. 5 2-0 victory over the
targets, but (had) a nice lift near the end of Jaguars at Cutchin Field. Thomas scored her third goal of the seathe first half.''
son as tbe Racers remained unbeaten for the year.
The Racers' streak came to an end Sunday when MSU traveled to Western Ken- Lacy Latimer in the 86th minute. She was noon Sunday against Southeastern
tucky and lost 4- I to the Hilltoppers. assisted by senior forward Emily Schaller. Louisiana.
WKU scored three times in the first 35
The Racers return to action in the annuThe next home game for the Racers is at
minutes, leaving the Racers an uphill bat- al Skyhawk Invitational at 2:30 p.m. Fri- 4 p.m. Sept. 19 against Indiana-Perdue
tle the rest of the game. The single Racer day in Martin, Tenn., against Arkansas- Fort-Wayne at Cutchin Field. Admission
goal was scored by freshman forward Little Rock and close the tournament at is free to all students and fans.

"CA$H IN A FIA$H"
Loans On Anything Of Value

Rashod Taylor/The News

MU1TII)' State jui:Lior forwards Jackie Thomas and Theresa Reedy double-team a
defender from IUPUI to regain possession of the ball during the Racers' Sept 5 contest. Nearly 150 fans looked on at Cutchin Field as MSU won 2·0.

MurraY state
Cbeer\eaders

We Tote The Note Ruto Sales

Cars ·Trucks • G~ns • Knives • TVs • Coins
car Stereos • Musical Eautpment • Jewalrv
Stamps • Baseball Cards ·Antiques • VCR's
Home Stereos • Microwaves • Camcorders
Dorm Relrtuerators • Miscellaneous
7 " 5 3 - 7 " .... 3

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071

Hours: 9:30a.m. - 7:3 .m.

-

First: Bapt:l&t: Church

%13 S. <MI! $. MIUIY. ll' • hy. Sl!l!lr. MIUitr tC f tllhlUIIin:nll)
Sundays: 8:30a.m...... •....................COfllempor.uy Wor..hip
9:45a.m..........................~ ...............................,......Bible Study
10:55 a.m. . ................................Tradllionni!Biended Worship
6 p m. •........................·-··-··········-·······.....Tra(htional Worship
8 p.m ....................._.,.... . Comemponuy Worship I Th<! Ntt)
Wednesday$: 5:30p.m.·······- ............. •••...FeUowshtp Prayer
6:35p.m .....................-.......... .............. •.•..... Prayer Meeting
.,... \d .. ac•sqe:•
omn •• NO'~
..... .,.tnatlly lwllllkF••.....

j.......,

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Beginning Mon. Sept. 15th At
4:30 p.m. In Carr Health South Gym
For More Information Call:

SERVICE TIMES
Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.

(270) 752·0686
Leave A MeSsage

ADVERTISE YOUR CHURCH HERE.

CONTACT AREIA HATHCO CK , 762 - 4478
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